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Abstract
In this class we will be undertaking all the steps necessary for you to go from no web presence to
having a fully functioning website.
We will look at:
1. Registering a domain name
2. Starting a web hosting account
3. Installing the WordPress program
4. Planning your website
5. Creating pages, additional pages and menus for content
6. Uploading media content, like images
7. Installing PlugIns
8. Changing Widgits
9. Changing Templates
10. Installing Themes
11. Search Engine Optimisation
Though in class we may not run through these things in this order (depending on the make-up of the
class).
If you have content in mind for your website, you will probably get more out of this class if you can
bring it along for the second class.
It is always more meaningful to be using your own material for your site.

Getting started
You need three things for you web site:
•

The domain name

•

A host for your site

•

Your content

The content is really up to you, it will be your words, images links and anything else that takes your
fancy.
The Domain name and the Site Hosting are things that you normally buy online.
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The Domain name is the name, or address of your website, for example - http://johns-site.com.au
The Site hosting is the physical computer space where the content that makes up your web site will
be stored. For example the Holmesglen website is run from computers at the Chadstone campus.
The actual location of your host isn’t important as all pages on the internet are available from almost
anywhere on the planet.
You can use one organisation for both the name and hosting, which does make things a lot easier,
but in case you already have one and need to buy the other, we will look at these processes
separately.

Registering a Domain name (URL)
You Domain name is the address that you visitor types into their Internet Browser (e.g. Firefox,
Chrome, Opera, Internet Explorer, etc) in order to find your website.
The proper name for this address is a URL, which stands for Uniform Resource Locator.
Purchasing one is a relatively simple process. It is like any other online purchase. As indicated earlier
in these notes there are a number of sites available to purchase a domain from.
Things to consider when choosing a Domain name:
•

Does the name you wish to purchase accurately reflect your business?

•

Are there too many characters or is it too difficult for someone to remember?

•

Is the domain actually available?

•

Do you want an internationalized domain (e.g. .au)

You can only use letters, numbers and hyphens (ie -) in the domain name.
No spaces and no Special Characters (like ? $ % / \).
Domains are not hugely expensive, though like your address or phone number, you do not want to
go changing them too often or else your visitors may not be able to find you.
To buy your domain, start by picking a seller, (in the example I will be using Crazy Domains - this does
not mean I am endorsing them). One of the reasons I am choosing this site is because I want a .au
domain, so I need to use an Australian seller.
You need to renew your domain name purchase on a regular basis. Like renewing your drivers
licence, it needs to be done every year, two years or possibly five years. Many organisations will
offer you cheaper rates for longer periods. In many cases the domain registry that you purchase your
URL from will prompt you when the URL is due for renewal (Provided you have supplied them with
your current email address). If you do not choose to renew your URL then you run the risk of
someone else buying it when the time period expires.
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Be careful when choosing a bargain domain registry that the rate doesn’t substantial increase after
the first period or time.
Things to consider when choosing a Domain registry:
•

Are they based in Australia?

•

Do they have an existing (good) reputation?

•

Are their rates competitive?

•

Does the price increase substantially after the initial purchase?

Follow along for this bit
Step 1: check if the domain is available
For this exercise go to the website http://www.crazydomains.com.au
All domain sellers will have a very obvious search field (or Call To Action) to see if the domain is
available.
Don’t worry if the Extension you want isn’t one of the options, on the next screen you will see all
available permeations.
Type your desired name and hit search
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Figure 1- Crazy Domains website

Step 2: Choose the Domain name
Select the desired domain name(s) and extensions.
If you find that the Domain name you want isn’t available, consider alternative names.
You can use Who Is registry sites on the internet to find the details of who owns already registered
domains.
You can perform many more searches until you have the domain(s) that you want.
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Figure 2- Search Crazy domains for available Domain names

Step 3: Complete the transaction (optional)
As online purchases vary from site to site, the purchase process may vary from the screen examples
used for Crazy domains.
You do not need to purchase a domain to complete this class, but you probably do want to do so at
some stage, so you can just follow along for the moment.
In Australia you will needed an ABN in order to purchase some business domain names (i.e.
.com.au).
When you are purchasing your domain you often are offered the option to also use that same
company for web hosting. That is entirely your decision. It can make some of these processes easier,
allowing you to skip steps in setting the Name Server details.
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Figure 3- .AU extensions require an ABN

When you have paid for your domain you will either be taken to a screen with the domain details, or
sent an email link to this screen.
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Figure 4- Domain purchase completed

Then you wait.
In the case of an Australian business .au domain, it can be up to two weeks.
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Figure 5- email notification of pending domain name issue

Picking a domain extension
Your URL will end with a three (or sometimes two) character extension which indicates the type or
website
Extension
.EDU
.GOV
.BIZ
.COM
.INFO
.MOBI
.NET
.ORG

Description
Indicates an educational institute. Not available for purchase by the general public
Indicates a Government body. Not available for purchase by the general public
dedicated exclusively to the business community.
Short for .commercial. Domain names with the .com extension are most popular.
An unrestricted top-level domain available to the general public.
.Mobi is the only TLD dedicated to the unique needs of mobile web users.
Short for .network, this domain extension to be used by technical Web sites.
Used by well-established non-profit organizations, trusts & NGOs.
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Changing you Domain registry
You can change who your Domain Registry is at any stage after your initial purchase, but as you have
already paid one organisation for the registration for a period of time you probably want to leave
the transfer of the name to close to the end of that period of time, say the last month.

Starting a web hosting account
Now that you have an address, you need to have it point somewhere.
For the purpose of this course we will all be doing this, and we will use a free web hosting company.
Free Web Hosting
This is a great thing, particularly if you are running on a budget.
You can find a list of sites here:
http://www.free-webhosts.com/webhosting-01.php
This list changes a bit over time, so it is worth reading some of the user reviews before making a
decision if you do want to use a free service.
You do get what you pay for, and some of the limitations on free servers are the slower speed as
well as very infrequently the site may not be available.
Basically, you get what you pay for.
Things to consider when selecting a host:
•

What you can afford

•

What systems it supports (PHP, MySQL, Jumla!, WordPress , etc)

•

Do you use FTP or cPanel or something else to access it

•

Measured visits

•

The amount of space

•

Email accounts

•

Do they offer Green hosting

But rather than having everyone forced to pay for hosting in order to play along, we will use
x10hosting. Again, this doesn’t mean that it is being in any way endorsed.
Step 1: create an account
Go to http://x10hosting.com and create an account.
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Figure 6- Creating an account with a free hosting organisation

Note you are prompted twice to confirm your details.
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Figure 7- confirmation of account registration
Once you have entered your details you will be sent a notification via email to activate the account.
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Figure 8- confirmation email of account creation
So you are almost done now.
Activate the account with the code:
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There may be a delay in completing the registration, but you will (hopefully) arrive at;

When this is all finished, you want to access the cPanel in order to do any work.
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Linking the Domain and the Host: DNS setting
Once you have your Domain name and Host set up, you have to tell the organisation who you got
the Domain name from, who the host of your web pages is.
This is so that people that type your web address into their browser (called the URL – Uniform
Resource Locator) will be sent to the right place to find your website.
To do this you nominate the DNS paths that you get from your web hosting organisation.
To do this, log into your account on the site where you purchased your domain, you should have the
option somewhere Manage Domains (or my Domains, or something similar).
If you have more than one domain (ie web site), select the appropriate one, then in the details look
for Domain Name Server (or Name Server Details, etc).
Here you will see two addresses named Name Server 1: and Name Server 2: .
Following these will be two slightly different addresses, for example ns1.crazydomains.com
You will get these two addresses from your Hosting organisation, once you have that set up.
If you are using the one organisation for both the domain name and the hosting, you should find
that they will have done this for you.
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The Back-end of the Web Host
So now you are all ready to go, the technical set up is complete, all that is left is that actual work of
building the website. Easy, right?
For this course we will be using WordPress to do all the heavy lifting for us, but we still have the
question of – How do we get the web page contents from the local machine (on your desk or at your
feet) up onto the web server, which may be in another content!
In the past the most common way was to use an FTP (File Transfer Protocol) program, a popular one
was WS-FTP 95. This would connect to the external server and your local machine, allowing you to
copy files between then.
Most Host providers now offer a panel with a huge amount of options, in addition to the ability to
upload and down load files.
If this looks daunting, don’t work, you only need to be familiar with a fraction of the features.
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Consider Content
It may seem obvious, but possibly the most time intensive part of creating a web site is planning,
creating and implementing the actual content of the site. All of the text, images and other assets.
You need to have content for the site.
There is no single answer to what information you will have on your website, but mostly you are
looking at Text content and Graphics/Images. You also may have Document attachments (from a
word processor, PDF files or even spreadsheets) , or possibly audio of video files.
Getting the balance right is tricky. Too much of one of the other will effect the usability of the
website and the visitors impression of your business.
When considering your content you should be putting yourself in the shoes of your visitors.
What would they be looking for in the front page? A brief summary of your site/business? Contact
details? Your availability?
What is it that would differentiate your site from similar sites?
Research
One way to give yourself a bit of an idea what to do is be researching other similar sites.
You cannot actually use any material you find on the internet with permission, but you can have a
look around and see what other people are doing, in fact this is a common and accepted practice
with a few techniques that have already be developed.
This sort of research is an art form in itself, and this course is not designed to go into a great deal of
detail on these techniques, but here is a bit of an overview on things to consider.
Competitor analysis – Look at similar websites to your own, pick maybe four and have a look over
what they are doing with their websites. You are not looking at the design in particular. Consider
Home Page Impact, Navigation, Site Organisation, Readability, Performance and Content.
Features list – Make a list of the features that other similar sites have, and consider what of those
features may be appropriate for you.
Content structure – You are not going to put all of your content on the one page. How are you going
to logically split the content up onto different pages? You should start by considering general
categories that you can group the content into, and then from there what items would fit onto a
page.
An exercise where you write the content items onto paper cards and ask a potential visitor to sort
them into logical groups (or categories) is called a Card Sort.
Content will come up again in Search Engine Optimisation.
Text
The majority of you site content with be the words. Do remember to not fall down with the basics
like spell checking and grammar checking your website content.
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There are firms that will do this for you, but short of that have someone not familiar with you
business to read through your content.
This should help check for the other possible problem, which is a match between system and the
real world. This means not using technical terms which may be commonly used in your industry, but
would be unfamiliar, confusing or disorientating to your visitor. This is a standard web heuristic, and
that term itself could be an example of this particular issue.
Images
A picture will tell a thousand words, and adding graphic to you website should hopefully convey a
great deal of relevant information to your sites visitor.
The two most commonly used two types of images here are your logo (if you have one) and some
product images (if you can photograph your products, service industries may used images of the
service being performed).
If you do not have professionally taken images, consider if you want to invest in doing so. If you
know someone with some skill in Image Editing, do ask them to have a look at your images.
You want to consider Cropping, Colour Correction and Brightness Levels and Image touch-ups.
Other content
Other content that you may want to use can include Video clips (either live action or animation),
Audio and links to Documents (like PDF files, Spreadsheets or Word processor documents).
Something to consider here is the size of the files (you probably don’t want to expect a visitor to
download a 500mb file) and file format. In the case of formatting, use a format that will support the
requirements but not be difficult for your visitor to access, so you may want to consider using .RTF
files rather than Microsoft Word 2007’s .DOCX format for word processed files to ensure that the
visitor does not need to have paid to the latest software in order to open your price list.
In the case of links to content, that is relatively straight forward, and the techniques covered later in
Web Techniques should set you right.
You may also have content which is generated from external source to your website (for example a
feed from a Twitter account or a video clip which is actually hosted on YouTube). Some Video, Audio
and Live feed content can be controlled with Word Press plug-ins later in this document.

Who Is Out There?
You do not know who will visit you website, when or how they will do so. It is possible that they may
be in another country, not be using English as their first language and be using a portable device like
a tablet or smart phone to view your site. The World Wide Web is very egalitarian and will allow
anyone to view the public areas of your website.
You need to consider the section of these people that may be your target audience.
You cannot control how they will navigate through your website, but do consider them when
designing your website. Luckily there are a number of issues like accessibility formatting and
browser compatibility which WordPress will take care of for you.
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WordPress!
WordPress is an Open source blogging software CMS.
Open source means that it is free , so you can freely download it from http://wordpress.org. It also
refers to the way in which it is developed, maintained and updated. It is not owned by a corporation,
but is instead maintained by groups of volunteers.
Blogging software means that it has been designed with the functionality to allow postings done in a
chronological way and with visitors able to make comments on these posts.
CMS stands for Content Management Systems, which is a type of software program which allows
users to manage the content through a graphical and menu driven interface, accessed through a
web browser.
These are mostly good reasons for you to use this software for your website. The one problem is
that the software is not designed with business websites in mine. This is not a major problem as any
functionality that may betray the true nature of the software can be easily switched off, or hidden.
It is a wonderfully simple piece of software that with a bit of practice should allow you to do the
majority of what you want for a simple personal or business website.
The only drawback is that the simplicity of design and ease of use mean that WordPress does not
offer solutions for more complex implementations.
This will probably not be an issue to the majority of small business websites, and if your site evolves
to become a larger site where the limitations do become evident, you may be at a level of
experience where you can find a way to work around the issues while still using WordPress,
otherwise you may be looking at graduating to other more complex CMS’s like Joomla! or Drupal.
Before going on it is worth noting that WordPress is available in two different fashions. One is as a
downloadable file which you upload and install yourself on your own web server.
The other version of the software is that which WordPress hosts for you at http://wordpress.com.
This second option is not what we will be looking at. You will find that the options available within
the software are more limited in addition to the problem that you will have http://wordpress in the
sites address (for example http://mysite.wordpress.com )

Installing WordPress
Installing WordPress is designed to be as easy as is possible.
You need to have access to the server on which the site is to be hosted and you need to have a
database set up, and have a note of the databases name and user details.
Both of these things can be done with the Web Host back-end panel.
WordPress themselves provide simple instructions to complete the instillation, available at;
http://codex.wordpress.org/Installing_WordPress
The instillation only needs to be done once.
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If you are using a webhosting organisation which supplies you with a copy of WordPress then most
of this section will not be relevant to you, but it is worth knowing.
Bear in mind as you follow these steps that the back end control panel of your site may vary a little
to these instructions, but the principals will be the same.

To start, down load the latest version of WordPress and log into the back end of your web site.

If you cannot do both of these things then you cannot proceed.

Should the problem be the back end of your website, then you may need to contact the web hosting
company to have them help you with your account.
Step 1: Upload the software file
You can install WordPress by using Back-end Panel to upload the wordpress-3.4.1.zip (or if the
version is a later one to when these notes were written, then that file name) file onto your public
directory. Then Extract the contents of the file to the directory.
NB: the public directory is visible to anyone with a browser and connection to the internet. It is a
folder/directory that is set up for you by the Web host.
The downside of doing the installation this way is that the system into a directory called WordPress
(so your sites address would be http://www.mysite/wordpress).
If you can live with this, then you can set a redirect file to point to the new directory from the main
site.
The way to change this is to copy all of the files down into the ‘site root’ directory.
To do that, select all the files and directories and then select Move.
change the current directory to the one just above the Wordpress directory, which should be the
Public one,
Then Paste the files here.

Step 2: Set up the database
Again this is down in your sites Control Panel.
Look for the group of icons relating to Databases, and the one that we want will probably be called
something like MySQL Databases.
You need to create a database (or at least ensure that there is one there). Make note of the name!
Then create a user, or if one already exists then make note or their Username and Password (if you
don’t know both, it may be easier to create a new one).
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Finally, give the User access to look at and change the Database. This may be called Add Users To
Database. If prompted, gave the user all privileges.
Do make note of these things (Database name, Username and Password), you will need then in the
next step.
Follow along for this bit
Step 3: Do the initial WordPress run
To do this you simply open the site (eg http://www.mysite/wordpress) and it will start by prompting
you for the DataBase information.

Figure 9- initial set-up page for WordPress instillation
For this class I have created a group of sub-domains, each of you will have a different domain, and
the address will be:
http://s#.zero-g.com.au/
where # is the individual number you will be given, eg http://s3.zero-g.com.au/
the second page indicates the sort of information that you need to know, which is the:
•
•
•
•
•

Database name
Database username
Database password
Database host
Table prefix

The name, username and password may very from class to class, so the details will be on the board.
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The last two are usually the same answers.
Database Host

localhost

Table Prefix

wp_
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Once done you will be taken to the default WordPress site.

Congratulations you should be all done now, and thanks to the CMS you should not be needing to
look at the Web Hosts Control Panel again for quite a while.
You can forget
In this course you will not be conducting steps one and two yourself, but they will be demonstrated
to you. You will be doing Step three, and the database details will be supplied by the instructor.
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The last thing to do is for you to make up your individual site and account details.
No wrong answers here, but it is recommended that you leave the user as Admin, and whatever the
password is do write down.

So just checking, you have written down the password.
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If you don’t see this screen, there was a problem
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Using WordPress
We will be doing a few common tasks in WordPress, the first steps will allow you to change the look
of the website from a blogging site to a standard web site. If you intend to still do some blobbing on
your website then you may choose to not follow all of these steps.
After that we will look at adding content, and ways of changing the layout and look of the website. It
will be up to you and your site design as to what you choose to implement for your own site.
In these notes the general process will be described, but far more detailed notes, and support are
available with a few keystrokes online. As such these notes are written to support what is covered in
class and to give you a general overview of thing to consider when building your website. If you
return to using WordPress after having taken a break, or if there have been version upgrades making
these notes a little out of date, the techniques should generally be the same, but you may benefit
from using other resources for details, up to date instructions.
To this end, a Google search, or a search of http://wordpress.org will supply you with a huge amount
of resources and instructions. You will often find millions of results, including some options of video
tutorials. It is strongly recommended that you get in the habit for finding answers to your questions
in this way.
The two environments
WordPress has two views:
•

the public front end, and

•

the administration back end, (called the Dashboard).

Both of these views are access through any internet enabled web browser.
When the public types in the address (or URL) or your website, they see the public front end, when
you log in, you can see the Dashboard which will allow you to make changes to the website.
To log in (if you have removed the login widgit) you type the file wp-login.php into the address, so
you would use the address http://mysite.com.au for the public front end, and
http://mysite.com.au/wp-login.php to log into the site Dashboard.
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Figure 10- public front end
A handy way to work is to have two tabs open in your web browser, one showing you what the
public sees, and the other giving you the tools to make changes to the site through the Dashboard.
To open a new tab, use Ctrl T
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Figure 11- administration back end, (called the Dashboard)

Some simple things to start the site looking like a business site.
WordPress is a piece of software designed for Blogging. There a few things that we can do to make
the site look more unique, and less like a blog

Administration back end
From the back end of the website, you control all of:
•

the content (usually text and images),

•

the different pages that make up your website and

•

the way that the website looks
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moving around in the back end is done by selecting what you want to see from the navigation on the
Left hand site. The top level is made up of
•

Dashboard (overall advice and information)

•

Posts, Media, Pages and comments – these all relate to the content of the site

•

Appearance, Plugins, Users, Tools and Settings – these relate to how the site looks and
functions

If you hover over any of there buttons, you see a sub-menu of more specific options. Even after
selecting any of these buttons, you see those sub-menu options expanded out.
Should there be something that requires your attention, like an update, or a comment which needs
to be approved or rejected, something like a black circle with the number of alerts will be displayed
at the end of the button text.

Settings changes
There are some common changes that you may choose to make when you first set up you site.
Settings > General you can see the information that you put in when initially setting up your site.
Here you can update them. Particularly useful if you change email addresses.
Settings > Reading you can change the Home page of the web site. This is the main landing page
when a visitor types in your web address (ie http://mywebsite.com.au) then here you control the
page that they first see. This will be more useful once you have created a few pages, you can create
on with the intention of making that the visitors introduction to the site.
Settings > Discussion is where you control behaviours for visitors comments. By default all new
pages are created with a Comments section at the bottom. You can turn these off page by page in
Pages > All Pages in the Quick Edit option, or here you can Uncheck the third option “Allow people
to post comments on new articles ”so that now no newly created pages will have the option for
users to add comments.
Settings > Permalinks by default all pages created in WordPress are referred to by a number, so a
page about products would be http://mywebsite.com.au/?p=246 instead of the more meaningful
http://mywebsite.com.au/products . To change that, here you can change the Common Setting to
Post name
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Adding content
Website are made up of many pages, each with distinct content. These pages can be navigate
between by using the default menu (or adding your own menu), or by Hyperlinks (which can be text
or graphics).
There are two views for Pages in WordPress. One is Edit screen, the other is Quick Edit.
Edit is a screen in the back-end of the system where you manage all of the text and graphic content
of a page.

The central, main body allows you to Name the page, and add the content for the page. The Name
will be used in the Menu navigation.
Just along the top of the page content area, you can see a series of formatting options. This is exactly
like a word processor, where you can Bold, Italicise, indent, create Ordered and Unordered Lists and
change font colour.
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The button on the far right is called Show/Hide the Kitchen Sink (or Alt + Shift + Z) which will reveal
the second row of format buttons.
At the top right side of this area are two tabs Visual and Text. When you go into Text view, the
layout buttons change to HTML formatting Tags, and the formatting and graphics are replaced with
the HTML code that is used to generate them. You do not normally need to go into this view, but you
will find that every now and then it is very handy to go into in order to see formatting that is not
normally visible (like spaces, represented as &nbsp; which can throw out your page layout).
There are three sections to the right of the page Edit screen, they are Publish, Page Attributes and
Featured Image. These will be cover in the next section.
These options and other are also available in the page Quick Edit screen.
On Pages > All Pages, hover over an existing page name and you will see the option for Quick Edit

Here you are able to rename a page and control some of the other attributes of a page, but not the
actual content (text and graphics) or a page.
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Creating pages
WordPress regards its text content as Pages or Posts. Posts are more relevant to the Blog
functionality of the system, so we will skip them.
Pages are the different sections that make up a website. They use a menu system to move from
page to page, and can use a Parent and Child relationship to access pages, which are sub-sections of
other pages.
To create a new page:
1. Under Pages on the left side menu, Choose Add New
2. Give the Page the Name, like “Contact us”
3. Add some text content to the page, possibly something that looks like contact address
details, opening hours, etc
4. On the right in the Page Attributes section, change the Template to “Full Width Page (no
sidebar)”
5. Publish the page
You can repeat this a number of times to create the main content of the site.
To create a Child page
Before starting, you should have made a plan of the web site lay out, as discussed in the Consider
Content section earlier in these notes. To create a child page, the page above it should already exist.
1. Repeat the same process you used for creating a page, to create the child page.
2. Before Publishing the page, in the Page Attributes to the Right of the screen, from the
Parent drop-down list, choose one of the existing pages to make it the parent page.
3. Now Publish the page and preview it in a browser.
You can also control the Parent and child relationship by using a Menu.

Removing comments option from pages
Looking at your new pages, one of the biggest giveaways that this site is designed for blogging is that
all new pages have a Comments option at the bottom of the pages.
It is a simple single step to stop any new pages from now offering comments, but if you already have
some pages, or don’t want to switch off the default option then there is a slightly different method
for removing comments from any existing pages.
To ensure that no new pages are created with the option for comments;
This is done as a global setting (meaning that it should effect all pages on the site):
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1. Navigate to Settings > Discussion
2. Uncheck the options “ Allow people to post comments on new articles ”
3. Click Save changes at the bottom of the page
To remove comments from any existing pages:
1. In the back end Dashboard, select Pages > All Pages
2.

Hover over the option for the page you wish to change and from just below it’s name select
Quick Edit

3. To the right of these options, uncheck Allow Comments
4. Update this change, and preview your page
Changing the main page
The first thing a visitor to your site sees when the find your page is usually the main or Home page.
By default WordPress will have created a page that features the latest Posts for our Blob. If you want
to create and use a different page, with different layout and content, you can do so.
1. Create a new page as shown above, call it Home and save it,
2. Under the Settings section of the right side menu, choose Reading
3. The option of "Front page displays" change the option from Your latest posts to A static
page, then use the drop down to select the Home page that you have just created, and Save
Changes.
Ordering the pages
As you add pages to your site you will notice that they are displayed on the Menu in alphabetic
order. To change this, On the Right hand side menu
1. go to the Pages > All Pages
2. hover the mouse over the page that you want to start with and choose either Edit or Quick
Edit.
3. To the right of the screen you will see the option for order and a blank field. Put a number in
there, and Update the page
4. Go through the rest of the pages on your site and add an order number, with the lowest
number being the page that you would like displayed to the leftmost (or highest).
The pages on the menu will now display in this order
Here is a hint, leave a space between the numbers that you use in case you need to add more
pages, between existing pages, at a later time (eg order 5, 10, 15, 20, etc),
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Adding a Menu
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Page content techniques
As well as adding text you will want a few additional items to add to the look and usability of your
site.
Inserting images into the pages
Slightly more complex.
You do need to have your images ready, and sized appropriately for a website.
All graphics/images used in your site are stored in the Media Library. You can either add your images
into the Media Library, or you can add them directly into your web page, and a copy will be placed
into the Media Library for you.

To add the image directly into a page:
1. Just above the formatting icons in the Edit screen of a page, there is the Add Media icon the
image which looks like a camera. Click that.
2. The Insert Media screen open up. On the Left we have options for Insert Media, Create
Gallery or Set Featured Image. We just want to start by adding a single image, so leave
Insert Media selected.
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3. At the top of the page you have the options for Upload Files or Media Library. If the image
had already been added to the Media Library then we would be able to select it directly
from there, but it isn’t so we need to choose Upload Files.
4. Depending on the web Browser that you are using, you may
have the option to Drop files anywhere to upload. You can do
that with a file Navigation program like Windows Explorer.
Otherwise, click the Select Files button
5. Navigate on your computer to an image file and click Open.
6. Back on the Insert Media screen, along the right of the screen
you have options to name the image in different ways, to set an
Alignment and Link options as well as the size of the image in
the web page. These options are explained below. Make the
appropriate changes, then
7. At the bottom of the screen select Insert into Post
8. Save and preview the page
Image Options
Title – used to identify the image in the WordPress back end
Caption – typically appears under the image on the page
Alt Text – Used by Screen Readers to describe the image to the visitor
Description – typically used to describe the image in more detail than
the Caption, often used in image plugins.
Alignment – when set will move the image to the left / right / centre
of a page, and text will wrap around. When not set, text will break
above and resume below the image.
Link To – When set, is used to make the image a Hyperlink to either the full sized version of the
image (Media File, which is the default setting), an Attachment Page (which is a page with the image
featured), Custom URL (where you can specify an internal or external page) or None
Size – Where you can specify the size of the image to be inserted into a page. For a large image you
may choose to insert a small “thumbnail” version of the image, and allow the visitor to display a
larger version of the image by clicking on the “thumbnail”. You can adjust the default sizes in
Settings > Media

Create a Gallery
The process is the same as Inserting Media, but you have the ability to select multiple images to
insert into your page.
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Modify an Image
To apply changes to the image, or to delete it
1. click on the image to select it, and you will notice that you have two icons, one to edit, the
other to delete. Click the left one to edit, (or delete the image).
2. An edit window opens up, with two tabs at the top, Edit Image and Advanced Settings.
3. In the Edit Image tab you can align the image, add or change the Title and alt text as well as
make the image a link here.
4. In the Advanced Setting you can adjust the size, apply a style using a Cascading Style sheet
(CSS), adjust the Border and spacing and apply Advanced Link settings. It is here that you
can set a linked page to open in a new web browser window.
5. Update, then Save and preview the page

Linking with a text phrase
You will see many pages on websites link to other pages within or outside of their site using a
Hyperlink.
To add a Hyperlink to your page
1. Have a Page opening the page editor
2. Highlight the text that you wish to use as a link
3. Find the icon in the series of icons at the top of the text window which looks like three links
in a chain, click it.
4. The Insert/edit link option box opens. You can either type the address (URL) of an external
site into the box, or click the text Or link to existing content if you are linking internal page.
We want to link to an existing page on the site, so choose the existing page option.
5. Click the page you wish to link to, lets say the Hello world! Page.
6. Click Add Link, Update the page and preview it in a browser.
You can also create a link using an image, rather than text.
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Changing the Appearance
Like the instillation process, changing the look of WordPress is designed to be as simple as possible.
Templates
You will notice that different pages have a different layout. All new pages that you have created look
the same, but they are probably different to the Home page and possibly different to the Sample
page. The general design of a page is dictated by the Template. You are able to change the Template
at any time. The Template will control whether there is a section to the Left, or to the Right for
Widgits or Menus, or if the text section runs the full width of the page. Different Themes will have
different Templates.
You can change a pages Template in the Pages menu, in either edit or Quick Edit.
Changing Themes
WordPress has a huge number of site designs, or Themes available for down. Many of these are
free, some have fees associated with getting support for the theme, some just cost.
Most free Themes will ask you to Donate money to the designer.
You can pay designers to create a unique theme for you.
Themes will control the overall design or your site, including layout, navigation, and colour.
A Web search of “WrodPress theme” will bring up so many results, that picking one the suits you will
be the biggest problem that you have.
Things to when picking your theme consider are:
•

Doe it reflect my business

•

How easy to navigate is it

•

Is it too Blogg-ie

•

Is there any support

•

Is it free

Once you have selected your theme you will be able to download it as a small .zip file (possibly about
half a megabyte)
For the purpose of the lesson we will use Responsive by ThemeID
To install you theme, in the WordPress Dashboard:
1. Go to Appearance in the left side navigation
2. Select Themes from the options under Appearance
3. At the top left of the screen, choose the Install Themes tab
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4.

Provided you have the theme available choose Upload at the top left of the screen (under
the Install themes tab)

5. Click the Browse button and navigate to where the theme is on your computer and click
Open
6.

Click Install Now

All going well you will receive a screen message that ends with “Successfully installed the theme”
You can have a number of themes and choose the most appropriate one for you, BUT if you change
the design of you website too often while you are trying to establish your web presence you will
most likely disorient your visitors.
While under Themes you will have options to Customize your theme. Different themes will allow
different options.
Once you have applied the Responsive theme,
1. Go back to the Manage themes tab
2. Note that you have options to access Widgets, Menus, Theme options, Header and
Background
3.

Click on the Customize link (to the left of the centre of the screen)

4. Expand colors and change the Background colour.
5. If you have an image (or want to find one) try changing the Header image
6. Save & Publish and Close with the change
7. Preview your changes in the browser
Back at the Manage Themes screen, click on the Background on the Left hand side menu, notice that
it is showing the change that we applied elsewhere.

Plugins
One of the many advantages of using WordPress is the constant development that is made to the
system itself.
There is a world of free applications that you can add to your website to increase the functionality of
your site.
These can include Video, Audio and feed links.
Which Plugins are useful for you and your site will depend on the purpose of your site.
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Don’t fall into the trap of adding Plugins simply because they may seem cool, or following the idea
that more is better. Try to consider what is actually going to add to the visitors experience on the
website.
Common Plugin tools include:
Image Zoom - This we will cover in class. It will allow either a single image, or a gallery of images to
be clicked on at show a larger version of the image using JavaScript, like WP Fancy Box.
Google Fonts
Form – A form for feedback is a great idea on most websites. Unfortunately adding a form to a
Wordpress site is both easy and difficult. Most form Plugins cost money. At the time of this writing,
the free Plugins offer a limited number of form fields (about four). The reason for this is the nature
of online forms. When your visitor fills the form out and hits send, the information has to be sent
somewhere. Normally it is stored into a database, and if you have full control of the set-up of the
site, you may have an area where you could go to see the information that has been given. Some
organisations may offer to store your visitors information on your behalf. Do consider that you
would potentially giving confidential information that a visit thinks that they are sending to you, to a
third party. There may be security considerations here. Having the information set up on your web
host (in the same way as we allowed Wordpress itself to set up a number database tables) can be
difficult to automate, and at the moment there is not a lot of organisations offering to do that for
free.
Google analytics – a feature that is highly recommended. In class you should have demonstrated to
you the inside of Google analytics, and the Useful Information section discusses the benefits.
Widgets
After all the overall site design work has been done, there may still be elements in your site that you
with to remove. These would be the sort of things that may have been added to pages by the theme
that you chose, for example callanders. These are most likely Widgets that have been applied to the
pages
To add and remove Widgits
1. go to Appearance in the left side navigation
2. select Widgets
here you will see the available widgets in the centre part of the screen, and on the right side
you can see the Widgets that are currently being used on your site.
3. Experiment with Right Mouse Button clicking and dragging the widgets into and out of the
available places
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Useful knowledge
Search Engine Optimisation
In the past (i.e. pre Google) search engines used a section of undisplayed information to find out a
brief description of the web site, and (in the web site creators opinion) what search terms a visitor
may use when searching for this site. Google changes all this.
Google looked at other things like what the actual content of the web site is and what phrases were
being used to link to this web site.
Because of this, structuring your content carefully is important.
Google do not publically disclose all the algorithms that they use in search engine ranking, and these
calculations are being changed and adapted all the time.
To a large extent you cannot control the phrases that are used by other parts of the internet to link
to your site. The “Google Bomb” miserable failure was a good indication of the power of linking
terms.
The other search engines (yes, there is more than just Google out there) have been struggling to
follow Googles lead. Without wanting to endorse Google, but recognising their leadership in Search
engines, I will refer to Googles techniques.
Google recognises the value in the linking source, so if a Government (i.e . gov.au) links to your site,
that will give you credo to Google. Similarly an Educational institute (i.e. edu.au) or a recognised
informational resource, like a major newspaper (e.g. theage.com.au) are good to have. Recently
Google did start really liking links from Social Media (like Facebook, Twitter, etc) to your website.
You cannot control who is linking to you site, but if appropriate, do consider reciprocal links with
other sites. If you have contact with related companies you can contact them and offer a link to their
site from your site, and request that they do the same. In business it has been good practice to
contact the companies that you are linking to, to let them know that you are doing that.
You sites content is also of great interesting to Google. Google will look at the name of the page, the
Title of the page, the Heading(s) used in the page and the Content of the pages. Any terms and
phrases that it matches with these items it will rank in its search results. You only have one
title for a page (in the HTML code of the page this is the <TITLE> tag) though you can have more than
one Heading for a page (in the HTML code of the page this is the <H1> tag), but you should not be
excessive.
The thing to remember is that the choices in the pages used to break down the site content is
important.
When writing the content for the front page and looking at the break down of content into pages,
consider the terms that someone may use when searching for your business.
If you ran a Real Estate business you would want to have Real Estate in you titles and page names, so
you will be among the hundreds or thousands of results a user gets when searching for “Real
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Estate”, so if you looked at what distinguishes you and add things like Real Estate Chadstone or
Residential Real Estate Chadstone’
Now back this up with the content of the page. Include these terms once or twice on the page.
Don’t go made with including them too many times because Google is smart enough to spot that
and will lower your ranking.
Finally, these things can take time. Google has programs constantly reading through the internet,
indexing pages, updating changes. It will take weeks for Google to see the changes you have made.

Google Analytics
One of the many useful tools that Google offers for free is Google Analytics.
You do need to have a Google account (so an email account or similar).
The way this works is that a small piece of code is added to every page on your website. That code
reports information to Google who collect and collate the information.
You can then log into the analytics website and view the statistics of your sites visitors.
Like a number of things, there is already a WordPress Plug in that will add the code to your site for
you.
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